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HEAVY MESON PRODUCTION AT SATURNE:

THE ROLE OF BARYON RESONANCES

Yves LE BORNEO*
Institut de Physique Nucléaire Orsay

and

Colin WILKIN
University College London

Abstract

A selection of experiments performed at SATURNE which
demonstrate the role played by N* resonances is presented. Re-
cent theoretical interpretations are also briefly described.

There is not enough time available to present all the experiments on heavy meson
production performed at SATURNE. From the list of measurements, completed or in
progress, we will make a personal choice of a few which are influenced by baryon reso-
nances. When they exist we will also discuss the theoretical interpretations as well as the
results. We order the experiments according to the number of participating nucléons.

NUCLEON-NUCLEON

1: p+p —•> P+P+^iï?',^1) with the two protons detected in SPES3 for incident
energies close to the thresholds [I].

Presented by YLB.



2: p+p—» p+P+rç, the 77's being detected in the neutral spectrometer PINOT

for incident energies between threshold and 1700 MeV [2].

3: n+p -> d+77 at threshold [3-4].

4: d+p —>3He+77 for which a few values of der/dîï have been obtained for equi-

valent proton energies Tp from 1025 to 1190 MeV [5].

5: p+d ->3He+r/ for 0pT,=18O°, Tp varying between 920 and 2600 MeV. [6]

6: d+p —>3He+î7 which has furnished data of dcr/dfi and t2o for Tp between 898

and 929 MeV [7].

7: p+d —>3He+X in which CTT has been measured at energies corresponding to
threshold mx production for Tp between 135 and 1040 MeV [8-9].

8: p+d —>3He+X measurement of angular distributions of d<r/dfi and Ay bet-

ween 0° and 180° for several heavy mesons (77,<*>,.•) and several energies [10].

9: p+d —>3He+w measurement of the excitation function at 180° [9].

P-NUCLEUS or NUCLEUS-NUCLEUS

10: p+A —> T)+X measurement of rj energy spectra (between 0 and 300 MeV) in
PINOT, for target nuclei from deuterium to gold, at Tp=800, 900, 1000 MeV [H].

11: p+A —> p+p+^B [1] or d+,C [12], looking for ^-nucleus bound states.

12: d+d —y a+77. Just one point has been measured for Td=1.95 GeV as a
by-product of the search for d+d —> a+7r° [13].

I- NUCLEON-NUCLEON REACTIONS

1: Proton-proton reactions

In p+p —> p+n+7r+ or p+p —> d+7r+ reactions, there is clear experimental
evidence for the dominant role of A resonances. In contrast no experimental signal
has been found for N* resonances in the production of heavier mesons in the N-N
channel. This is largely due to a lack of data. Those that exist are old (average age of
25 years) and obtained with bubble chambers (< 100 counts per meson and so no angular
distributions). The high energy beams used (far from threshold) were not polarised so
that there is no information on the spin observables.
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Figure 1: Cross sections for p+p

as a function of incident energy.
, p+p —> p+p+u and p+p -> p+p+p



To show the scarcity of data, we represent in Fig. 1, all published results for the

three lightest 'heavy' mesons. This incited the SPES3 collaboration to study the p+p

—> p+P+X reaction in the threshold region. The final state particles go forward in the

laboratory system and so enter together into the large acceptance magnetic spectrometer

SPES3.
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Fig. 2: Calculated and measured correlations between the two detected protons in

the reaction p + p -* p + p + X for Tp = 1265 and 1300 MeV

In order to explain the experimental two-dimensional spectra, the left hand side

of Fig. 2 represents the correlations between the momenta of the two detected protons

calculated within a kinematics program. Lines corresponding to the reactions p + p —••

p + p + 7r°, p + p — » p - | - p + 2TT, and p + p—>p + p + r] axe shown. The right hand



side of the same figure displays the experimental points for the same energies (1265 and
1300 MeV). The blank region along the diagonal is due to the inefficiency arising when
the two protons hit the same detectors. This has to be corrected by a Monte-Carlo
simulation.

One of the corresponding missing mass spectra is plotted in Fig. 3. We can make
some immediate comments:
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The T] peak appears clearly with a rather high cross section at both energies. First
estimates give a value of the order of 1 fib at 1265 MeV. It should be remarked that the
peak/background ratio is very good and this comes in part from the good missing mass
resolution (around 1 MeV).

These measurements have been performed both above and below the r/ production
threshold , viz 1256, 1258, 1260, 1265, 1300, 1350 and 1450 MeV but the data are not
yet fully analysed due to the efficiency corrections

During the same experiment, an attempt was made to measure T)' production at
4 incident energies close to the threshold, viz 2403.6 MeV, 2406, 2411, 2416 and 2420
MeV. Fig. 4 displays clear evidence for a signal in the missing mass spectrum.
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Despite the fact that 77 and 77' have the same quantum numbers, a preliminary
evaluation indicates that the threshold cross section for 77' production is lower by one
or two orders of magnitude than for the 77 meson. This must in part be due to the N*
resonance sitting near the 77 threshold.

A trial has been also made for <f> production (threshold Tp=2593 MeV) but there
seems to be only a small signal in the missing mass spectrum (Fig. 5). To go further it
will be necessary to detect the K+K~ decay products of the <j> in coincidence with the
two protons.

The technique described above is valid only very close to threshold since, as the
incident energy is increased, the angle and relative momentum between the two detected
particles increases fast and it is less likely to get both charged particles into the spectro-
meter. For the 77 meson, the use of a spectrometer such as PINOT which detects the 7's
from the decay is then more convenient. A programme has just started at SATURNE
[2] in which 77 production will be measued between threshold and 1700 MeV, i.e. the
77+7T" threshold.
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2: Neutron-proton reactions

Until recently no data was believed to exist on ^-production in the np channel.
The surprise came from an old experiment done at SATURNE [3] with a nominal 1.88
GeV/c (1162 MeV) neutron beam obtained by stripping a primary 3.76 GeV/c deuteron
beam on a beryllium target. As the central neutron energy was much lower than the r/
production threshold (1251.2 MeV or 1979 MeV/c), the authors attributed the central
big bump in the spectrum (Fig. 6) to an ABC-like effect [14].

The spectrum reveals the forward and backward peaks due to n + p —» d + ir° and
similar ones for the ABC. The authors of a recent paper [4], taking into account the
fermi momentum of the neutron in the deuteron, have shown that about 10% of the
neutrons had an energy above the 77 threshold and that the central peak could be due
to j] production. Monte-Carlo calculations have permitted the deconvolution of this
spectrum into n, 2TT and 3TT contributions (Fig. 7) enabling the authors to extract a
cross section value for the n + p - > d + ij reaction. This had a maximum value of crv =
(110±15/nt) near threshold.
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3: Theoretical interpretations

Though there is no direct experimental evidence for the N*s in heavy meson pro-

duction in the N-N channel, they are seen in more elementary reactions which should

give us clues for theoretical models.

a) IT"+p —y T] + n reactions.

There exist numerous available data for this primary process [15] which displays
two large bumps corresponding to the S n (1535) and P n (1710) masses and an amplitude
analysis [16] shows clearly the dominant role played by these two N* resonances in these

reactions. _
TT + p -» n T)

4000

0.8 1
INCIDENT ENERGY UB. (GeV)

1.2 1.4

Fig. 8: TT~ +p —» T]+n total cross-sections versus incident ir energy

b) N* decay branching ratios.

From Fig. 9, it is evident that two N*s have large branching ratios to the 77-N

channel, viz the Sn and Pn resonances. If one goes further and calculates the products

of the different N* decay branching ratio in 77-N and TT-N channels then the two same

resonances generally give the largest numbers.

Clearly then any theoretical interpretation of 77-production in the NN channel

9
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Fig. 9: Decay branching ratios into the rj-N channel for different N*s [17J

should take these two resonances into account.

Three groups have performed calculations on 77 production in proton-proton reac-
tions at medium energies:

- J.F. GERMOND and C. WILKIN (GW) [18].

- J.M. LAGET, V. WELLERS and J.F. LECOLLEY (LWL) [19].

- T. VETTER, A. ENGEL, T. BIRO and U. MOSEL (VEBM) [20].

All three consider that the rfs are produced vie. the decay of N* resonances which
have been excited by meson exchange. In first approximation, they all calculate the
diagram drawn in Fig. 10, though they introduce slight modifications which we will
briefly describe.

- J .F . Germond and C. Wilkin [18].

This model is valid only very close to the threshold (calculations performed only

up to 13 MeV above) because the authors consider only the Sn resonance. The w

and Tj couplings to the N* are known from the decay widths of this state [21]. The p

and w couplings can be deduced from the photoproduction data 7p —* N*+ and -yn —*

10
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Fig. 10: Basic diagram used in the calculations of p+p —• p+p+t]

N*°, using vector meson dominance. This group included both initial state (ISI) and
final state (FSI) interactions but neglected form factors. Their results with different
ingredients are reported in Fig. 11. They conclude that rj exchange is negligible and
that p-exchange plays the dominant role.

- J.M. Laget, F. Wellers and J.F. Lecolley [19]

The authors take into account amplitudes up to F-wave using the phase shift ana-
lysis of 7r~p—> T]Xi. [16]. Thus both the Sn and Pu states excited by TT exchange are
included. They also consider p-exchange, in the same manner as GW, but only for the
Su and also conclude that this plays the dominant role. Their results are shown in Fig.
12.

- T. Vetter, A. Engel, T. Birô and U. Mosel [20]

In this model, only the Sn resonance is included, even far away from threshold, but
ir, cr,p and u; exchanges are taken into account. The p coupling constant is determined
from the small branching ratio of the Sn into the extreme tail of the p. The authors find

11



Fig. 11: Results of GW calculations. The lower curve corresponds to the most
sophisticated model. The experimental point from [l] is a very preliminary datum
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that the n, p and w play similar roles in the cross section, which does not accord with
the conclusions of the other two groups. The difference might be connected with the
extrapolation in the (mass)2 of the resonance to the negative values which are needed
in the model.

GW and LWL have also performed calculations for the solitary experimental point
of np —> dn using the same models as for pp —> pprç. The LWL predictions, which are
reported in Fig. 13, give a satisfactory agreement with the experimental value. In an
alternative presentation of the results, GW predict a value for the threshold amplitude

0.06< |go| <0.14 fm2

to be compared to |go|= 0.10± 0.02 fm2 extracted from the experiment.

JQ
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- l\
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^^^^ m ̂ ™ ^ * • ^ ^ ^ ^

np—dq

TL (GeV)

Fig. 13: Predictions of LWL

In conclusion, the Sn and Pj1 resonances in 77-production in the Nucleon-Nucleon
channels play important roles within the theoretical interpretations but it is evident
that experimentalists have to provide new data.
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II- PROTON-DEUTERON REACTIONS

In contrast to the N-N data, these reactions offer direct signals of the importance

of N*s. We have chosen the three most convincing from the list given at the start of

the talk.

1: Excitation function of p+d -»3He+7/ reaction [6]

This experiment measured the excitation function for TT° and r] production at

0 ^ = 180° for Tp ranging from 200 to 2600 MeV, giving the results shown in Fig. 14.
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Several remarks are in order:

- The two bumps in the T) cross section correspond to the Sn(1535) and Pn(1710)
masses, showing the strong coupling of 77 to these two baryonic resonances.

- The Tj production cross sections become large close to threshold. The magnitudes
of dp—>3He T] and dp—>3He TT° amplitudes are very similar at their respective thresholds,
despite the much larger momentum transfer associated with the T] reaction. Since the
spin factors are the same in the two cases, if we write the cross sections in the form

then, we can extract the two amplitudes:

|/w|*=3.1 ± 0.2 [ib/sT and |/,|2=1.4 ± 0.1 /ib/sr

The large 77 threshold amplitude seems to be due to the proximity of the iV*(1535)
resonance whose mass is only ~40 MeV above the sum of 77 and nucléon masses.

- Huge momentum transfers are involved in these reactions. For example at Tp =
2.6 GeV the momentum transfer is 13.6 / m " 1 for the ir case and 13.1 / m " 1 for the T\
and it should be noted that the cross sections for ir° and T\ production are of the same
order of magnitude at such high energies.

- The backward n° cross section shows a depression at the energy corresponding
to the T) threshold [8]. Another effect can be seen in the deuteron tensor analysing
power <20 of the d + p —>3He+7r° reaction [22] where a narrow structure appears at
the T) threshold . This correlation [23], which could be due to a coupling of the 7T3He
and 773He channels , will be seen in the data on meson production at threshold (next
paragraph).

2: d+p -»3He+Tj at 0° and 180° close to threshold [7]

On the left side of Fig. 15, are shown the cross sections measured at 0° for ir°
(open squares) and 77 (inverted triangles or lozenges for average over all angles). On the
right side are the data obtained at 180°, the T\ results being represented by triangles or
circles. It is remarkable that, even at very low energy, the TT cross sections have large
anisotropy. This effect is due to the strong influence of the p-wave A which becomes
predominant at pion energies as low as 5 MeV. In contrast, for 77-production the forward
and backward cross sections are almost the same, even far from threshold, due to the
dominance of the s-wave Su (1535) resonance.

15
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3: Threshold excitation curve of p+d -»3He+X [8]

In order to measure this for each incident energy the field of the SPES4 spectrometer
was tuned to detect 3He's with momenta corresponding to the production near the
threshold of mass X. These special conditions mean that the 3He and X are almost
at rest in the centre-of-mass frame so that the X is an almost pure S-wave state with
respect to the 3He. This now well-known curve (Fig. 16) calls for several comments:

1- the very high rate for TJ production at threshold with a good peak/back-
ground ratio is a reflection of the importance of the Sn (1535) near the 77 threshold.

2- the part of the spectrum corresponding to the heavier mesons (starting
from w) was not taken under the best conditions and has been remeasured [9]. The
updated curve will be presented in Frascaria's talk.

3- the dip in multipion production which is observed just before the 77 thre-
shold. This has been interpreted [23] as a cusp arising from the coupling between two
or three-pion production with the 77 channel. This seems to require a very attractive 77-
nucleon interaction which could make the 3He almost 'bound'. Ueda has even suggested
that the NN77 system might already form a quasi-bound state [24].

16
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Fig. 16: Threshold excitation curve of p+d

4: Theoretical approaches

Two calculations, both derived from models previously formulated for reaction

p+d—>3He+7r° have been performed for the 180° excitation function.

Chronologicaly:

-J.M. LAGET and J.F. LECOLLEY [25]. The authors have built a microscopic
analysis in which the overall amplitude is represented as the sum of 6 elements whose
Feynman graphs ave represented in Fig. 17. The choice of these graphs is perhaps a
little bit ad hoc but it permits one to construct a model without free parameters since
the one and two-body amplitudes have been tested on elementary reactions. The results
drawn in Fig. 17, merit some comments:

1- the amplitudes for ir~p—> 7m, are dominated by the Sn and P u resonances.

17
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S-wave part

2- in contrast to the nucleon-nucleon case, they did not consider the p-exchange

term (which they only found out about two years later). It would be very interesting

to include this term in their calculation.

3- they find that, due to momentum sharing, 3-body forces are essential for the

understanding of such reactions.

4- the theoretical results are not in good agreement with the experimental points

at lower energies.

J.F. GERMOND and C. WILKIN [26]. In this approach, the results of the left hand
side of Fig. 18, calculated as previously described, are included at the upper vertex of
the right hand side graph. The authors consider the 3He nucleus as a two-body cluster
p-d or N-d*, but it has to be recalled that huge momentum transfers (~ 13.5 fin"1)
are involved in such reactions and thus the model is highly sensitive to poorly known
wave functions. Germond and Wilkin however believe that their bad agreement with
experiment is due to the lack of 3-body terms.
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Fig. 18: Graphs used in the GERMOND and WILKIN calculations

- K

Fig. 19: Kinematic conditions in the empirical three nucléons model

5: Empirical three nucléons model

Recently KILLIAN and NANN [27] and independently GERMOND and WILKIN
noticed that a kind of 'kinematic miracle' occured in pd —»3He77 reactions. If this
reaction is described by the two-stage graph of Fig. 19 then two alternative kinematic
calculations can be done:

-for the overall reaction 773He-+ p+d, in which the 77 is at rest, gives a momentum
pp=879 MeV/c for the outgoing proton.

- alternatively, if we calculate separately the kinematic conditions at each vertex,

the free 77n -> 7r~p reaction with an 77 at rest, gives pT=433 MeV/c. Now if this pion

19



is subsequently absorbed on a cieuteron in a free wd—» pp process, then in the forward
direction a proton with pp=884 MeV/c will be found in the exit channel! This 5 MeV/c
difference between the two calculations means that the reaction can essentially proceed
as a sequence of on-shell process and that there is no need of large fermi momentum.
This remarkable property is also valid to a lesser extent for the threshold production of
mesons heavier than the r/.

A poor man's calculation has recently been done by WILKIN for pd —>3Heu; reaction
in which data of 7r~p —> urn [19] are used as input. The very preliminary results are
reported in Fig. 20 together with the equally preliminary data of the Bonn-Orsay-
LNS collaboration [9]. If the position of the maximum is not well reproduced, it seems
that the overall shape of the cross section is approximately correct. Furthermore the
magnitude of the strong decrease between the 77 and w threshold cross sections can be
quite naturally explained.
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Fig. 20: Results of Wilkin's calculation for pd -^3HeU. The experimental points

are preliminary data from the Bonn-Orsay-LNS collaboration [9J

An obvious question then is : If the pd —>3HeX reactions are essentially governed by

7r~p —* nX elementary process, what about p-exchange which has been found dominant

in N-N case ?
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CONCLUSIONS

It is clear that there is quite generally a lack of data and we need information
on many observables (angular distributions, analysing power, excitation functions...)
in order to clarify our understanding of heavy m?son production. Happily, the new
accelerators which are starting (COSY, CELSIUS...I will, with SATURNE, give us new
results in the few next years.
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